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Initial Observations from Chilton Neighbourhood Plan Survey 2018 

Firstly, a big thank you to everyone who responded to the Chilton Neighbourhood Plan 

Survey and/or attended one of the two public engagement meetings held in the Village Hall 

and Community Room.  This has provided the steering group with a wealth of data that can 

be used to draft policies for the neighbourhood plan and assess future development 

priorities for village amenities and facilities. 

The steering group thought it would be helpful to provide a brief summary of our initial 

observations from the survey for all to see. If you have any additional comments then please 

send them by email to chiltonplan@gmail.com or alternatively post them through my door 

at 9 Crafts End, Chilton.  

The response was most encouraging with 203 individual replies. The summary below is 

structured into those topics addressed by the survey. Unless stated otherwise, specific 

percentages quoted relate to the number of responses to that specific question, not to the number 

of responses overall.  

Thank you again for your support. 

Stephen Druce 

Chilton Neighbourhood Plan Coordinator  

Village Housing 

1. Responses were almost exclusively from residents of Chilton Village, rather than visitors. 

(98% of responses with 190 responses from the head or joint head of household). 

2. The most common number of people in a household was 2 (45% of responses), within a 

range of 1-6 people.  61% of responses were from households consisting of either one or 

two people. 

3. Responses were very largely from owner occupiers (92% of responses). 

4. The most common number of bedrooms was 4 (45% of responses), followed by 3 bedrooms 

(35% of responses). 

5. 66% of responses reported no children living at home; 20% had two children at home. 

6. 45% of responses were from people in full time employment, 10% in part time employment, 

0.6% unemployed and 32% were retired. 

7. The most common number of motor vehicles per household was 2 (58% of responses). 15% 

of households reported having more than 2 vehicles. 

8. About two thirds of responses (67%) reported that no one in their household was expecting 

to move in the next 5 years. 9% reported one person and 8% reported two people expecting 

to move in the next 5 years. 

9. 34% of responses were from people under 45 years of age, and 66% were 45 and above, 

with 32% above 65 years old. 

10. 22% of responses said they were either very likely or quite likely to move in the next five 

years; 67% said they were either not very or not at all likely to move in the next five years. 

11. Of those wanting to move but cannot (48 responses overall), the most common reason given 

was unable to afford to buy (34%); family and other reasons combined accounted for a 

similar number (35%) with a stated lack of suitable housing accounting for 19%. 
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12. Only a small number (5% or 10 out of 183 responses) said they would consider moving to the 

Harwell Campus but most (63%) replied ‘not applicable’. Of those who considered the 

question as being applicable, 15% would consider moving to the Campus, 66% would not 

consider moving to the Harwell Campus and 19% said possibly. 

13. With respect to types of new residences being supported, 38% of responses thought there 

was a need for assisted living accommodation, with similar support for alternatives such as 

new housing to buy and housing for the over-55s, and 35% stating there was no need for 

new housing. 

14. There was strong support for timber framed/traditional (75%) and/or brick built houses 

(80%) in older Chilton, with only 31% supporting contemporary designs. In newer Chilton, 

the figures change to 35% supporting timber framed/traditional, and/or 82% supporting 

brick houses, and 53% supporting contemporary designs. The free text comments stressed 

the need to blend with existing styles. 

15.  Most responses (54%) thought that there were no suitable locations in or around the village 

suitable for housing; 27% supported infill and/or 15% supported backfill, with 14% 

registering ‘Don’t know / not sure’. 

Village Amenities and Recreational Facilities 

16. Most responses (73%) indicated that they visit the Village Hall or Community Room each 

year; of these, about a third (36%) on a frequency of once or more a month. About a quarter 

of responses (27%) said they seldom if ever uses these amenities. 

17. A high number of responses (91%) said they knew how to find out what activities were on in 

the Village Hall and Community Room and how to book them. 

18. A high number of responses reported that the Village hall (91%) and Community Room 

(84%) met their needs with no requirements for further improvements or expansion of these 

facilities (85% - Village Hall, 75% - Community Room). However, various interesting 

suggestions for how these amenities might be improved were given in the free text replies. 

19. 55% of responses said they use children’s play facilities. Nearly a quarter (22%) said they use 

the facilities once or more per week and nearly half (45%) seldom if ever.  

20. A high proportion of responses said the children’s play facilities at the Village Hall (83%) and 

at Hill Piece (77%) met village needs. This support was lower (56%) at the Community Room. 

Those in favour of further development of play facilities for children were 34% of responses 

for the Village Hall; 17% at Hill Piece; 44% near the Community Room. There were many 

interesting suggestions of how improvements might be achieved. 

21. There was only a small number of responses (15%) supporting development of children’s 

facilities elsewhere in the village with no specific sites suggested. 85% considered there was 

no need. 

22. Those responses in favour of further development of recreational facilities for adults were 

35% for the Village Hall; 28% near the Community Room; and 13% elsewhere in Chilton. 65% 

said there was no need to develop adult facilities at the Village Hall; 72% said there was no 

need at the Community Room, and 87% said there was no need elsewhere. There were 

many suggestions of the types of facilities with outdoor gym equipment and tennis courts 

being repeatedly mentioned in the free text. 

23. 96% of responses attach a ‘high’ or ‘very high’ importance to open green spaces. 

24. 70% of responses use public rights of way (other than roads) once or more per week. 96% of 

responses attach a ‘high’ or ‘very high’ importance to maintaining access to these rights of 

way. 
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Public Transport 

25. About 10% of responses reported using public transport (X32 bus) once or more per week 

with 74% using public transport ‘a few times a year’ or ‘seldom if ever’. 71% of responses 

considered the current bus service to meet their needs whilst 29% thought it did not meet 

their needs. 

26. Despite there being only 48 responses indicating that the existing public transport did not 

meet their needs, there were often more responses wanting specific improvements to the 

service. Extending the daily finish times, more services at weekends and additional 

destinations all received 60-70% supportive responses. 30-58% of responses suggested that 

specific improvements were not needed.  The free text comments showed very high support 

for a bus service to Newbury. 

All Saints’ Church and Graveyard 

27. 22% of responses said they visited the church/churchyard more often than once per month: 

53% said ‘seldom if ever’. 

28. 50% of responses said they were either ‘very satisfied, or ‘satisfied’ with the grounds 

maintenance and graveyard facilities with only 8% of responses indicating a level of 

dissatisfaction. 

Business Activities 

29. There was a moderate level of dissatisfaction (30% ‘dissatisfied’, 13% ‘very dissatisfied’) with 

the existing business activities (Pub, Garden Centre, A34 Petrol Station). There was a very 

high response under the free text option, most of it supportive of a village shop. 

30. Of those who expressed specific preferences, there was a good degree of support for 

businesses promoting local employment (54%), equine related (39%), 

agriculture/horticulture (52%), and home-based working (47%). A small number of people 

believed no further businesses should be encouraged.  

 

Other Comments 

31. Nearly 80 individual responses were received to the open question at the end of the survey 

giving people the opportunity to comment on issues not specifically addressed by the 

survey. As might be expected these comments covered a wide range of suggestions. Given 

the breadth of comments, it is difficult to summarise them in a few words. Many related to 

conserving the smaller village character of the village. There were also repeated references 

to traffic safety, traffic noise and parking issues (Chilton Fields). 


